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Cytochrome c oxidase is a redox-driven proton pump which converts atmospheric oxygen to water and couples the oxygen reduction reaction
to the creation of a membrane proton gradient. The structure of the enzyme has been solved; however, the mechanism of proton pumping is still
poorly understood. Recent calculations from this group indicate that one of the histidine ligands of enzyme's CuB center, His291, may play the
role of the pumping element. In this paper, we report on the results of calculations that combined first principles DFT and continuum electrostatics
to evaluate the energetics of the key energy generating step of the model—the transfer of the chemical proton to the binuclear center of the
enzyme, where the hydroxyl group is converted to water, and the concerted expulsion of the proton from δ-nitrogen of His291 ligand of CuB
center. We show that the energy generated in this step is sufficient to push a proton against an electrochemical membrane gradient of about 200
mV. We have also re-calculated the pKa of His291 for an extended model in which the whole Fea3–CuB center with their ligands is treated by DFT.
Two different DFT functionals (B3LYP and PBE0), and various dielectric models of the protein have been used in an attempt to estimate potential
errors of the calculations. Although current methods of calculations do not allow unambiguous predictions of energetics in proteins within few pKa
units, as required in this case, the present calculation provides further support for the proposed His291 model of CcO pump and makes a specific
prediction that could be targeted in the experimental test.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.Keywords: Cytochrome c oxidase; DFT/electrostatic calculation; Proton pumping; Redox-coupled pKa; pKa calculation1. Introduction
Cytochrome c oxidase (CcO) is the terminal enzyme of the
respiratory electron transport chain of aerobic organisms; it
catalyses the reduction of oxygen to water, and couples this
reaction to proton pumping across the membrane, a process
which results in the membrane proton gradient [1–5]. In the
course of its catalytic activity, electrons delivered by cyto-
chrome c are transferred via CuA and heme a to the heme a3-Abbreviations: CcO, cytochrome c oxidase; DFT, density functional theory;
MeIm, methylimidazole; QM, quantum mechanical; PBE, Poisson–Boltzmann
equation; PRD, heme propionate D; SCRF, self-consistent reaction field; The
numbering refers to bovine CcO
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doi:10.1016/j.bbabio.2005.12.003CuB catalytic site, where the reduction of oxygen takes place,
see Fig. 1. In the catalytic cycle, the transfer of each of the four
electrons required for the reduction of oxygen is accompanied
by the translocation of two protons, of which one is consumed
internally in the Fea3–CuB center for the reduction of oxygen
and the other is pumped across the membrane [4,5]. The overall
reaction can be expressed as follows:
O2 þ 4e þ 8HþðinÞY2H2Oþ 4HþðoutÞ ð1Þ
where (in) and (out) indicate two sides of the membrane, the
matrix and periplasmic side, respectively. Both chemical and
pumped protons are delivered along the K- and D-channels, of
which the majority (up to 7 protons) are moving along the D-
channel [6,7].
In the past decade, the structure of CcO has been solved for
several organisms, however, the molecular mechanism of proton
pumping remains a subject of intense debate. A detailed review
Fig. 1. Chains A and B of bovine heart cytochrome c oxidase [30] in the
mitochondrial membrane. The four redox centers from left to right: CuA
complex (green), heme a (blue), heme a3 (yellow), CuB complex (red), form the
electron transport pathway. In the present study, the latter two are treated with
density functional theory. The rest of the protein is represented by partial atomic
charges embedded in the inhomogeneous dielectric of the protein–membrane–
solvent system and treated by electrostatic calculation.
Fig. 2. (A) The schematics of the proposed proton-pumping mechanism of CcO.
The sequence of transitions during one pumping cycle of the enzyme is shown.
Upon the ET to binuclear center (red arrows), two protons are translocated
nearby the active site (blue arrows). Presumably, the Glu242 is a proton donor in
this process, while two protonatable sites are His291 (proton-loading site) and
OH− ligand of the binuclear center. The key assumption of the model is that the
PT rate of the pumping proton is much higher than the rate of the chemical
proton (k3≫k5). (B) Schematic of the states of the catalytic cycle that are
studied in this paper. The heme a3 Fe–porphyrin is shown at the left, the CuB
complex on the right. The proposed proton-loading site, His291, is depicted with
either a filled square (protonated) or an empty square (deprotonated). For
complete catalytic cycle, see Ref. [12]. The F state is shown in Table 6. The
OORO and OORR redox states (in our notation) which appear in Tables 2–5,
refer fo Fp and H state, respectively. Tables 7 and 8 display the reaction free
energy (ΔGR) of the proton pumping step, i.e., F→Fp transition.
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on the kinetics of coupled electron and proton transfer reactions
in the enzyme can be found in the literature [1–3,6–10].
In a recent work from this group [11–13], on the basis of
electrostatic and ab initio calculations, a kinetic model of proton
pumping by CcO was proposed. The key elements of the model,
see Fig. 2A, are the calculated redox dependent changes of the
protonation state of His291 (bovine notation), a CuB ligand, and
the predicted two chains of water molecules [14,15] connecting
Glu242 both to the catalytic site and to His291 (via PRD of
heme a3 and Arg438 groups). Glu242 is an experimentally
established proton donor, both for pumping and for chemistry
[16–19]. The structure of proton conducting paths suggests that
the rate of proton transfer from Glu242 to His291 is likely much
faster than that between Glu242 and the hydroxyl group in the
catalytic center. The following model therefore was proposed:
upon electron transfer between heme a and the catalytic center,
two proton transfers occur sequentially: first, a proton is
transferred between Glu242 and His291, then, after re-
protonation of Glu242, a second proton is transferred to the
binuclear catalytic site, where water is formed. The Coulomb
repulsion between the proton residing on His291 and the proton
in the catalytic center results in the “expulsion” of the former in
the direction of the positive side of the membrane, and
eventually giving rise to a pumping event. The energetic
feasibility of such proton transfer events has gain further
support in a combined DFT/electrostatic calculations of redox
dependent pKa values of Glu242 and His291 [13]. The proton
exit path from His291 to the positive side of the membrane and
a possible mechanism of preventing the “leaking” of protonsfrom the positive side of the membrane to the negative side
through the proton conducting channels of the enzyme were
discussed in Ref. [20]. The catalytic cycle based on this model is
discussed in Ref. [12]. One transition of the cycle, F to H, which
includes a single proton pumping event discussed in the present
paper, is shown in Fig. 2B.
In this paper, we report on the results of calculations that
combined first principles DFT and continuum electrostatics to
evaluate the energetics of the key energy generating step of the
model—the transfer of the chemical proton to the binuclear
center of the enzyme, where the hydroxyl group is converted to
water, and the concerted expulsion of the proton from δ-
nitrogen of His291 ligand of CuB center. We show that the
energy generated in this step is sufficient to push a proton
against an electrochemical membrane gradient of about 200 mV.
We have also re-calculated the pKa of His291 for an extended
model in which the whole Fea3–CuB center with their ligands is
treated by DFT. Two different DFT functionals (B3LYP and
PBE0), and various dielectric models of the protein have been
used in an attempt to estimate potential errors of the
Scheme 1. Deprotonation of the 4-methylimidazole molecule.
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allow unambiguous predictions of energetics in proteins within
few pKa units, as required in this case, the present calculation
does support the proposed His291 model of CcO pump.
The structure of the paper is as follows: in the next section,
we describe the DFT/electrostatic method and the computa-
tional models that were used in our work, while in Results and
Discussion Section we present and discuss the obtained results
from our studies on CcO. A summary of the results, together
with concluding remarks, is given in the last section.
2. Methods and models
The combination of DFT and electrostatic calculations has been used
successfully in the past to compute the pKa values and redox potentials in
various enzymes and proteins [21–25]. This approach takes advantages of
both methods by combining the accuracy of quantum chemical calculations
with a detailed description of electrostatic interactions of the whole protein.
Density functional theory is applied to a relatively small quantum-mechanical
system (QM) of interest to optimize its geometry, to evaluate electronic
energies, and to obtain the atomic partial charges for different redox and
protonation states of the complex. Electrostatic calculations, on the other
hand, are used to evaluate the solvation energy of the complex in the protein
environment and the Coulomb interactions of the QM complex with protein
charges. Both the polarization of the protein medium and the protein charges
affect the electron distribution of the complex, therefore the electrostatic and
DFT calculations are carried in a self-consistent way. This method was shown
to produce pKa values in proteins that are generally in good agreement with
experimental data [22,25–28].
2.1. Overview
Here, we briefly summarize the DFT/electrostatic method of pKa
calculations, mainly to introduce notation for different energy terms, which
are discussed later in the text. A more detailed discussion can be found in our
recent publication on this subject [13].
In the calculation we divide the whole system into an active site complex
(QM system) and the surrounding medium—protein, membrane, and the
external aqueous phase. The proton affinity of the complex is calculated with an
accurate DFT method, and the dielectric effects of medium are treated with
classical electrostatic methods. The protein medium includes partial atomic
charges, charges of redox centers, and charges of the titratable groups, which
directly affect the electronic energies of the complex.
The dielectric medium involves protein itself, the membrane, and the
surrounding solvent. The protein by itself is an inhomogeneous dielectric
because it has many internal cavities, which contain water molecules. These
regions should have higher dielectric constant than the regions of “dry” protein.
For regions of dry protein, a specific value of dielectric constant εprot is assumed,
and for the cavities a higher value εcavity is used. Neither of these values is well
defined, although εprot should be close to 4, while the cavities can have dielectric
constant εcavity anywhere from 4 to 80. The upper value would correspond to
dielectric response equivalent to that of the bulk water.
The pKa value is related to the free energy of deprotonation, which is a sum
of two contributions: the free energy of deprotonation in vacuum (ΔGvac
deprot), and
the solvation energy difference between the deprotonated and protonated forms
of the protonatable group (ΔΔGsolv
deprot), see also [25,29]:
pKa ¼ 1kT ln10 DG
deprot
  ¼ 1
kT ln10
DGdeprotvac þ DDGdeprotsolv
 
ð2Þ
The pKa value of the group of interest can be calculated by comparing the
above terms for a suitable model compound, for which the pKa value is
experimentally known, and the corresponding values of the group of interest. In
fact, the shift of pKa value is calculated:
pKsitea ¼ pKmodela þ DpKa: ð3ÞThe relative shift of the group's pKa with respect to the model compound can
be expressed as
DpKa ¼ 1kT ln10DDGshift ¼
1
kT ln10
DDEelec þ DDGsolvð Þ; ð4Þ
where ΔEelec=ΔEelec
A− −ΔEelecHA is a quantum-mechanically (QM) calculated
electronic energy difference in the gas phase between the deprotonated
and protonated forms, and ΔΔEelec is its shift relative to the model compound;
ΔGsolv=ΔGsolv
A− −ΔGsolvHA is the difference in solvation energy between the
deprotonated and protonated forms, and ΔΔGsolv is the shift of the solvation
energy relative to the model compound. (In the above Eq., when the difference
of pKas is computed between two compounds, the free energy of a solvated
proton as well as some entropy contributions cancel out; thus, e.g., only
electronic energy, i.e., the enthalpic part, of the vacuum term remains. If the two
compounds have a different chemical structure (functional group), one should
also add the difference due to vibrational contribution—usually, the difference
in zero-point energy. Typically this term is rather small, see below.)
The total solvation energy (x=deprotonated or protonated form) is divided
into several components:
Gxsolv ¼ GxBorn þ Gxstrain þ Gxq: ð5Þ
The Born solvation energy (GBorn
x ), and the energy of interaction with
protein charges (Gq
x) are two main contributions to the free energy of solvation of
the active site complex in the protein environment. The third term (Gstrain
x ) is the
so-called strain energy; this term reflects the energy associated with the
reorganization of electron density of the QM system induced by the reaction
field of the polarized medium. (The origin of this term is as follows. The charges
of the QM system polarize the surrounding medium, in turn, the induced
polarization of the medium slightly changes the charge distribution of the QM
system, compared with the initial charge distribution in vacuum.)
The pKa of the active site complex can then be calculated as,
pKsitea ¼ pKmodela þ
1
kT ln10
DDEelec þ DDGstrain þ DDGBorn þ DDGq
  ð6Þ
where first two energy terms are evaluated by using quantum chemistry and last
two terms are obtained from solvation electrostatic calculations. Alternatively,
one can calculate the absolute value of pKa [29]. We have confirmed that both
methods – the absolute and relative pKa's – give practically identical results. In
the calculations using Eq. (6), the protonation state of the protein residues other
than the site of interest, are pre-calculated using a standard self-consistent
continuum electrostatics method as described in Ref. [11]. In the following we
will be using the above expression and the relative method. For calculation of
pKa of His291, the model compound 4-methylimidazole will be used, Scheme 1.
2.2. Density functional calculations
The starting structure of the active site was taken from the X-ray crystal
structure of bovine heart cytochrome c oxidase obtained by Yoshikawa, et al, at
2.3 Å resolution (PDB code, 2OCC) [30]. The QM-model (Fig. 3) used to
calculate the pKa of a CuB ligand consists of the Cu atom, methylimidazole
Fig. 3. (A) Binuclear center of CcO, with iron(IV)-oxo heme a3 and H2O CuB
ligand. This geometry was used to calculate the energy for the FP and H states.
The two metal atoms, Fea3 and CuB, are shown as large spheres; the protonatable
site of His291 is shown with smaller sphere. (B) Binuclear center of CcO, with
iron(IV)-oxo heme a3 and OH
− CuB ligand. This geometry was used to calculate
the energy for the F state.
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representing tyrosine 244 (which is cross-linked to His240), and an H2O or OH
−
CuB-ligand. The methyl groups attached to the imidazoles represent the β-
methylene groups of histidine. Compared with our previous calculations [13],
the new larger quantum-chemical system also includes ferryloxy porphyrin part
and an imidazole ring that represents His376 (the sixth ligand to Fea3 metal ion).
In the present calculations, tyrosine 244 is replaced by methyl-group only in
the QM system, but it is present in electrostatic solvation calculations. Is it
legitimate to make this replacement? First of all, we consider only the states of
the catalytic cycle where Tyr244 is neutral (protonated), and not in TyrO• or
TyrO− state (thus, Pm and Pr states are not considered). Second, Tyr is not
directly bound to CuB atom, but it is cross-linked to the His240 ligand of CuB,
and it is quite distant from His291 site on which the protonation changes occur.
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the electronic density on Tyr244 willnot significantly change between the two states of the protonated and
deprotonated His291 site.
Energies of each coupled protonation/redox state of the complex were
calculated using density functional theory (DFT) [31,32] and the Jaguar 5.5
quantum chemistry package [33]. Both the B3LYP [34] and PBE0 [35] hybrid
density functionals were employed, and all calculations used unrestricted
wavefunctions. While the B3LYP functional has been used almost exclusively
for this system in the past [13,29,36–38], the use of the PBE0 functional has
grown significantly in recent years. Unlike B3LYP, the PBE0 functional has the
attractive quality of having only one parameter with respect to the exchange-
correlation. Furthermore, despite the success of B3LYP, for many quantities
(including proton affinities), the PBE0 functional can give comparable or
superior results [39,40]. For the Fe and Cu metal atoms, the LACV3P+* basis
set, which includes non-relativistic electron core potentials, was used for
reported single point energies [33,41]. For the remaining atoms, the 6–311+G*
(see Jaguar [33] or Refs. [42–45]) basis set was used. Thus all non-hydrogen
atoms had both diffuse and polarization functions.
Geometry optimizations were carried out in the Cartesian space in vacuum,
and therefore without the surrounding charges of the protein. All optimizations
used the 6–31+G* (see Jaguar [33] or Refs. [46–51]) (for non-metal atoms)
and LACVP+* (for Fe and Cu) basis sets in both the B3LYP and PBE0
calculations.
First, the geometry of the porphyrin of heme a3, along with the iron-ligated
His376 residue, was optimized for the [FejO]+2 (iron(IV)-oxo) state of iron,
but without the CuB complex present. Separate optimizations were conducted
for the singlet, triplet and quintet spin states to verify that our DFT method
predicted the ordering of the spin states correctly. Our findings compared well to
literature values, Refs. [52,53], and therefore all calculations presented in this
paper use the triplet state of the iron(IV)-oxo porphyrin.
After the initial optimization of the Fea3–porphyrin group, the whole Fea3–
CuB complex, together with the ligands, were re-optimized. During the
optimization, to preserve the overall experimental structure of the complex,
some atoms were fixed at their positions as reported in the crystal structure. The
frozen atoms include the two methyl groups of the methylimidazoles (for His290
and His291), as well as the entire dimethylimidazole ligand (representing
His240 and Tyr244). In addition, the two ε-nitrogens, which ligate His290 and
His291 to CuB, are also kept fixed to avoid tetrahedral-like geometries of the Cu
center. In addition, the Fe–porphyrin/His376 moiety was included in the
geometry optimizations, with all the atoms fixed except for the FejO group.
The side chain of the Val243 residue (modeled here by a propane
molecule) was included explicitly in the DFT geometry optimizations, to
ensure proper arrangement and avoid a possible van der Waals clashes of
OH−/H2O ligand of CuB center (see Fig. 4). Attempts at optimizing the H2O
ligand without Val243 present often led to dissociation of the Cu–OH2 bond
and incorrect orientation of water molecule (i.e., with van der Waals overlaps)
in the catalytic site.
Hydrogen bonding between the OH−/H2O ligand of oxidized CuB and the
ferryloxy oxygen is strong, with interoxygen distances of 2.6 Å for H2O and 2.7
Å for OH− species. Finally, for the optimizations pertaining to the reduced state
of CuB, the O atom of the H2O ligand was fixed to the coordinates obtained
when CuB was oxidized. This was done because the reduced state of CuB does
not bind H2O tightly, and we wanted to ensure comparable geometries between
the two redox states. We believe that without this constraint and by not including
all residues surrounding the catalytic center, the H2O molecule would have more
freedom in our optimizations than it otherwise should.
To quantify the effect of the electronic reorganization of the QM system, and
to obtain the corresponding set of the ESP fitted charges, the complex was
surrounded by a continuum dielectric and the self-consistent reaction field
(SCRF) method was applied as implemented in Jaguar 5.5 [54,55].
(Unfortunately, this program does not allow treatment of inhomogeneous
dielectrics. We have now modified the program and find that the self-consistent
QM charges calculated in an inhomogeneous dielectric of the protein, and in the
presence of other charges of the protein, do not change qualitative conclusions of
this paper. Quantitatively, the results change only insignificantly.) The probe
radius of the surrounding dielectric was set to 1.4 Å, and the standard Jaguar set
of the van der Waals radii for atoms was used. The ESP atomic charges were
generated by using a modified version of the CHELPG procedure of Breneman
and Wiberg [56].
Fig. 4. Space-filled rendering of the binuclear center using van der Waals radii.
The figure shows how the Val243 residue affects the orientation of the H2O CuB
ligand. The proton that converts the OH− ligand to H2O is marked with a star.
Without inclusion of the Val243 side chain (shown here as a propane molecule),
we were not able to obtain an appropriate geometry of the H2O/OH
− ligand.
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(H2O)Cu
2+ (HisH)], [FejO (H2O)Cu
2+ (His−)], [FejO (H2O)Cu
+ (HisH)],
[(FejO (H2O)Cu
+ (His−)] and [FejO (HO−)Cu2+ (HisH)], which represent
different oxidation states of CuB center, different protonation states of His291
site, and H2O/OH
− ligand of CuB.
2.3. Continuum electrostatic calculations
The electrostatic calculations have been performed by using program
MEAD [57,58], as described in Ref. [13]. To correctly describe the effects of the
protein charges on the pKa's of selected groups, the protonation state of all other
titratable groups of the enzyme, for a given redox state of metal centers, is
required. To this end, we performed the standard continuum electrostatic
calculations as described in Ref. [11]. In different redox states, the equilibrium
proton distribution is slightly different due to the proton uptake from the solution
(aqueous phase), and much different from the standard protonation state.
The electrostatic calculations were performed on chains A and B of bovine
heart CcO (PDB code, 2OCC) [30]. The two chains were embedded into a
membrane, and solvated in water. In our calculations, the membrane is modeled
as a low dielectric slab of 45 Å that covers the central part of the enzyme, Fig. 1.
Once the charges of the QM system have been calculated, its geometry
optimized, and the equilibrium charge distribution of the protein has been
determined, the solvation energy of the QM system in the protein can be
calculated. For solvation, the MEAD program [58] has been used. The solvation
energy in the protein consists of two main contributions—the Born solvation
energy, and the energy of interaction with the protein charges.
To find these contributions, the Poisson equation (or PBE) is solved
numerically. The dielectric constants of 1, 4 and 80, were used for the QM
system, the protein-membrane, and the solvent region, respectively [59–62]. In
addition to these typical values for the dielectric regions, we also examined the
dependence of the results on the various values of the dielectric constant
associate with water filled cavities inside of the protein.
In these calculations, the ESP fitted charges are used for the QM-system,
while partial charges of the protein atoms are taken from the CHARMM22
parameter set [63], modified so as to reflect the equilibrium protonation state of
the enzyme [11]. The protein charges [64] and radii [63] that we use in this
application have been used successfully before to calculate the electrostatic
energies, protonation probabilities of titratable groups and redox potentials of
cofactors in different proteins [11,64–67]. For all other details of the
electrostatic calculations, the reader is referred to our recent publication, Ref.
[13].3. Results and discussion
In order to analyze the effect of different factors on the pKa
values, we considered several computational models, as we did
in Ref. [13]. Thus, the reported here pKa values of His291
residue and OH− group were calculated in: (1) a continuum
aqueous solution; (2) a continuum low dielectric of ε=4 without
protein charges; (3) an inhomogeneous dielectric of protein,
ε=4 and 80 but without protein charges; (4) a continuum ε=4
including protein charges; (5) and in the “real” protein including
dielectric inhomogeneities and protein charges (see Fig. 3 in
Ref. [13] for the different solvation models). In addition, we
have probed different dielectric models of the water cavities in
the enzyme by varying the corresponding dielectric constant in
the range of 10 to 80. Data are presented for DFT-B3LYP and
DFT-PBE0 functionals.
3.1. The calculation of pKa in water
For the sake of completeness, and for convenience of
comparison with other workers, we first report the pKa values of
the CuB histidine ligand in oxidized (FejO (H2O)Cu
2+
(HisH)) and reduced (FejO (H2O)Cu
+ (HisH)) binuclear
complex in the aqueous phase. For calculations of the pKa
values of δ-nitrogen of His291 ligand of CuB center, we use
MeIm as a reference compound, for which the experimental pKa
is known. The experimental pKa value of δ-nitrogen of MeIm is
6.6 [68]. Using this value and the difference in electronic and
solvation energies between MeIm and Fea3–CuB model
complex, as explained in Methods and models, one can evaluate
the pKa value of the latter in the aqueous phase. The results for
both, B3LYP and PBE0, density functionals are presented in
Table 1. The protonated and deprotonated forms of MeIm refer
to cationic and neutral (δ-nitrogen deprotonated) forms of
MeIm, see Scheme 1, while the two protonation forms of
binuclear model complex refer to protonated and deprotonated
δ-nitrogen of His291 ligand.
The side chain of an isolated histidine in water has two
macroscopic pKa values of 7.0 and 14.0, for the first and the
second deprotonation [69]. For isolated methylimidazole, the
pKa in water has been measured to be 6.6 (for the Nδ-site
proton) [68]. We find that methylimidazole model of His291
ligand of the binuclear Fea3–CuB complex possesses pKas of
8.89 (from B3LYP calculations) or 8.0 (from PBE0 calcula-
tions) in oxidized FejO (H2O)Cu
2+ (HisH) form and 14.38
(B3LYP) or 15.95 (PBE0) in reduced FejO (H2O)Cu
+ (HisH)
form, based on our present DFT/electrostatic calculations. The
obtained results for the extended model of Fea3–CuB binuclear
complex considered here are in good agreement with the results
of our previous calculations performed on the smaller CuB
complex [13,29].
3.2. The pKa of His291 in CcO
Tables 2 and 3 summarize the results of the electrostatic
solvation calculations, using ESP charges from both B3LYP and
PBE0 density functionals, and for two different dielectric
Table 1
The obtained solvation and electronic energy terms of 4-methylimidazole and Fea3–CuB complex in oxidized or reduced form used in the DFT/electrostatic
calculations (see Eq. (6)) to evaluate the aqueous phase pKa values of Histidine site in the Fea3–CuB complex relative to the experimental pKa of the model compound
(MeIm)
Compound Ereorg. ΔGstrain ΔGBorn ΔGsolv ΔΔGsolv ΔEelec ΔΔEelec ΔΔGshift ΔpKa pKa
Depr. Prot.
B3LYP
4-methylimidazole +4.00 +1.50 +2.50 +52.33 +54.83 0 +234.60 0 0 0 6.6 a
FejO CuB
2+(H2O) complex +7.13 +5.13 +2.00 +70.18 +72.18 +17.35 +220.40 −14.20 +3.15 +2.29 8.89 b
FejO CuB
+(H2O) complex +10.40 +5.71 +4.69 +4.72 +9.41 −45.42 +290.70 +56.10 +10.68 +7.78 14.38 b
PBE0
4-methylimidazole +3.49 +1.30 +2.19 +51.30 +53.49 0 +231.37 0 0 0 6.6 a
FejO CuB
2+(H2O) complex +7.46 +2.77 +4.69 +65.98 +70.67 +17.18 +216.11 −15.26 +1.92 +1.40 8.00 b
FejO CuB
+(H2O) complex +10.66 +6.16 +4.50 +2.46 +6.96 −46.53 +290.74 +59.37 +12.84 +9.35 15.95 b
Data are shown for the DFT-B3LYP and PBE0 density functionals. Energies are reported in kcal/mol.
a Experimental value.
b Calculated value.
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Fea3–CuB complex are calculated and compared for a uniform
low dielectric medium of ε=4, and for the “real” protein model.
Both models include the surrounding protein charges; however,
only the latter model includes the inhomogeneity of the
dielectric environment of the protein–membrane–solvent
system. It is interesting to examine the differences between
the two models.
The qualitative features of the solvation models discussed
previously for a smaller CuB complex [13], are still valid for a
larger QM Fea3–CuB complex considered here. The Born
solvation energy is generally larger in the inhomogeneousTable 2
The solvation (kcal/mol) of the Fea3–CuB complex in low dielectric continuum
of ε=4 and in the protein including the protein charges
Compound GBorn Gq Gstrain Gsolv
OORO redox state a
FejO CuB
2+(H2O)(His291
−) −42.81 b −33.69 +3.25 −73.25
−49.04 b −14.49 +3.25 −60.28
FejO CuB
2+(H2O)(His291H) −98.18 −64.00 +2.50 −159.68
−109.43 −20.75 +2.50 −127.68
Δ(Depr.-Prot.) oxidized +55.37 +30.31 +0.75 +86.43
+60.39 +6.26 +0.75 +67.40
OORR redox state a
FejO CuB
+(H2O)(His291
−) −29.67 −6.99 +3.51 −33.15
−33.42 −9.01 +3.51 −38.92
FejO CuB
+(H2O)(His291H) −39.11 −38.38 +2.64 −74.85
−44.77 −16.54 +2.64 −58.67
Δ(Depr.-Prot.) reduced +9.44 +31.39 +0.87 +41.70
+11.35 +7.53 +0.87 +19.75
The total solvation consists of two main contributions: the Born solvation
energy, and the interaction with protein charges (so-called reaction and protein
field). The protein charges reflect the equilibrium protonation state of the
enzyme for the OORO and OORR redox state of metal centers. Solvation
energies are computed with DFT-B3LYP functional ESP fitted partial atomic
charges of the Fea3–CuB complex.
a Redox states OORO and OORR refer to the state of four redox-active metal
centers: CuA, heme a, heme a3 and CuB complex, respectively.
b Results for the continuum dielectric of ε=4 are shown in normal font
letters, while solvation energies for protein environment are shown in bold.dielectric model of the protein than in the uniform ε=4 model.
The related result is that the energy of interaction with protein
charges in the inhomogeneous model is much smaller than that
in the uniform ε=4 model, obviously due to the screening effect
of water-filled cavities. For more detail discussion, see Refs.
[13,29].
In Table 4 (B3LYP) and Table 5 (PBE0), the effects of
different dielectric and protein charge models on the pKa of
His291, which is a part of Fea3–CuB complex, are shown. The
tables list all energy terms needed to compute the relative pKas
of the complex with respect to the MeIm model compound.
In B3LYP, the calculated pKa values of His291 ligand of the
Fea3–CuB complex in CcO are found to be 5.4 and 21.9 for
oxidized (FejO (H2O)Cu
2+ (HisH)) and reduced (FejO
(H2O)Cu
+ (HisH)) complexes, respectively. In PBE0, the
corresponding values are 5.0 and 26.1. These values compare
reasonably well with 2.1 (for the OORO redox state of the
protein) and 17.4 (OORR) obtained previously for the CuB
center alone [13]. Thus, we confirm that the protonation state of
His291 is redox dependent, when the full protein model, with
charges, and dielectric inhomogeneities is used.Table 3
Same as in Table 2, only for PBE0 functional
Compound GBorn Gq Gstrain Gsolv
OORO redox state
FejO CuB
2+(H2O)(His291
−) −44.13 −33.72 +3.70 −74.15
−50.52 −14.58 +3.70 −61.40
FejO CuB
2+(H2O)(His291H) −98.48 −64.03 +2.55 −159.96
−109.69 −20.81 +2.55 −127.95
Δ(Depr.-Prot.) oxidized +54.35 +30.31 +1.15 +85.81
+59.17 +6.23 +1.15 +66.55
OORR redox state
FejO CuB
+(H2O)(His291
−) −30.72 −6.48 +4.62 −32.58
−34.63 −8.51 +4.62 −38.52
FejO CuB
+(H2O)(His291H) −39.91 −38.56 +2.89 −75.58
−45.65 −16.72 +2.89 −59.48
Δ(Depr.-Prot.) reduced +9.19 +32.08 +1.73 +43.00
+11.02 +8.21 +1.73 +20.96
Table 4
The pKa values of His291 residue of oxidized and reduced Fea3–CuB center in cytochrome c oxidase
Redox state ΔEelec ΔΔEelec ΔGsolv ΔΔGsolv ΔΔGshift ΔpKa pKa
In aqueous phase
4-methylimidazole +234.6 0 +54.83 0 0 0 6.6
FejO CuB
2+(H2O) oxidized +220.4 −14.2 +72.18 +17.35 +3.15 +2.29 8.89
FejO CuB
+(H2O) reduced +290.7 +56.1 +9.41 −45.42 +10.68 +7.78 14.38
In continuum dielectric of ε=4 (no protein charges)
FejO CuB
2+(H2O) oxidized +220.4 −14.2 +56.12 +1.29 −12.91 −9.40 −2.80
FejO CuB
+(H2O) reduced +290.7 +56.1 +10.31 −44.52 +11.58 +8.44 15.04
In inhomogeneous dielectric of protein, ε=4 and 80 (no protein charges)
FejO CuB
2+(H2O) oxidized +220.4 −14.2 +61.14 +6.31 −7.89 −5.75 0.85
FejO CuB
+(H2O) reduced +290.7 +56.1 +12.22 −42.61 +13.49 +9.83 16.43
In continuum ε=4 (including protein charges)
OORO +220.4 −14.2 +86.43 +31.60 +17.40 +12.67 19.27
OORR +290.7 +56.1 +41.70 −13.13 +42.97 +31.30 37.90
In protein (including dielectric inhomogeneity and protein charges)
OORO +220.4 −14.2 +67.40 +12.57 −1.63 −1.20 5.40
OORR +290.7 +56.1 +19.75 −35.08 +21.02 +15.31 21.91
OORO (εcavity=20) +220.4 −14.2 +71.35 +16.52 +2.32 +1.69 8.29
OORR (εcavity=20) +290.7 +56.1 +24.45 −30.38 +25.72 +18.73 25.33
The pKa of His291 is calculated relative to the pKa of the model compound—methylimidazole in aqueous phase (see Eq. (6)). It is shown how different dielectric
environments and interaction with protein charges affect the calculated pKa of the His291 site. Energies are reported in kcal/mol for the B3LYP density functional
calculations on the binuclear complex.
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see that the pKa of His291 is also redox-dependent in a
continuum low dielectric without protein charges, as well as in
the inhomogeous dielectric model without protein charges. The
histidine ligand to CuB in Fea3–CuB complex solvated in
aqueous phase is always protonated independently from its
redox state. It is important to notice that the high pKas of His291Table 5
Same as in Table 4, only for PBE0 density functional
Redox state ΔEelec ΔΔEelec ΔGs
In aqueous phase
4-methylimidazole +231.37 0 +53.
FejO CuB
2+(H2O) oxidized +216.11 −15.26 +70.
FejO CuB
+(H2O) reduced +290.74 +59.37 +6.
In continuum dielectric of ε=4 (no protein charges)
FejO CuB
2+(H2O) oxidized +216.11 −15.26 +55.
FejO CuB
+(H2O) reduced +290.74 +59.37 +10.
In inhomogeneous dielectric of protein, ε = 4 and 80 (no protein charges)
FejO CuB
2+(H2O) oxidized +216.11 −15.26 +60.
FejO CuB
+(H2O) reduced +290.74 +59.37 +12.
In continuum ε=4 (including protein charges)
OORO +216.11 −15.26 +85.
OORR +290.74 +59.37 +43.
In protein (including dielectric inhomogeneity and protein charges)
OORO +216.11 −15.26 +66.
OORR +290.74 +59.37 +20.
OORO (εcavity=20) +216.11 −15.26 +70.
OORR (εcavity=20) +290.74 +59.37 +25.in both redox states are also obtained in an over-simplified
model when the protein is modeled as a continuum low
dielectric medium with appropriate protein charges.
We also find that for our model to work, i.e., for His291 to
have redox-dependent protonation state, one need to assume the
dielectric constant of water cavities in the protein to be higher
than 20, or so. The actual value of this important parameter isolv ΔΔGsolv ΔΔGshift ΔpKa pKa
49 0 0 0 6.6
67 +17.18 +1.92 +1.40 8.00
96 −46.53 +12.84 +9.35 15.95
50 +2.01 −13.25 −9.65 −3.05
92 −42.57 +16.80 +12.24 18.84
32 +6.83 −8.43 −6.14 0.46
75 −40.74 +18.63 +13.57 20.17
81 +32.32 +17.06 +12.43 19.03
00 −10.49 +48.88 +35.61 42.21
55 +13.06 −2.20 −1.60 5.00
96 −32.53 +26.84 +19.55 26.15
55 +17.06 +1.80 +1.31 7.91
66 −27.83 +31.54 +22.98 29.58
Table 6
The pKa value of water CuB ligand in the enzyme active site in FejOCuB
2+(H2O)
(His291H) redox state of the binuclear complex
Compound GBorn Gq Gstrain Gsolv Dielectric
pKa
B3LYP
FejO CuB
2+(HO−)(His291H) −77.85 0.00 +8.32 −69.53 Water
FejO CuB
2+(H2O)(His291H) −147.20 0.00 +5.13 −142.07
Δ(Depr.-Prot.) +69.35 0.00 +3.19 +72.54 11.17 a
FejO CuB
2+(HO−)(His291H) −45.81 −16.07 +3.04 −58.84 Protein
FejO CuB
2+(H2O)(His291H) −109.43 −20.75 +2.50 −127.68
Δ(Depr.-Prot.) +63.62 +4.68 +0.54 +68.84 8.47 a
PBE0
FejO CuB
2+(HO−)(His291H) −80.50 0.00 +8.77 −71.73 Water
FejO CuB
2+(H2O)(His291H) −145.31 0.00 +2.77 −142.54
Δ(Depr. - Prot.) +64.81 0.00 +6.00 +70.81 11.87 b
FejO CuB
2+(HO−)(His291H) −46.98 −16.19 +3.35 −59.82 Protein
FejO CuB
2+(H2O)(His291H) −109.69 −20.81 +2.55 −127.95
Δ(Depr.-Prot.) +62.71 +4.62 +0.80 +68.13 9.63 b
Solvation energies (in kcal/mol) are reported for the B3LYP and PBE0 density
functional computations. The pKas are calculated (see Eq. (6)) for the protein–
membrane–solvent system (εprot=εmemb=4, εsol=80) and for the binuclear
complex solvated in a continuum aqueous phase (εsol=80). Methylimidazole is
used as a model compound for the pKa calculations.
Energy terms used in calculation of the pKa of water CuB ligand in aqueous
solution and within the protein:
a B3LYP
DEcompelec ¼ þ222:66; DEMeImelec ¼ þ234:60; DDEelec ¼ 11:94;
DGcomp;aqsolv ¼ þ72:54;DGMeIm;aqsolv ¼ þ54:83;DDGaqsolv ¼ þ17:71;
DGcomp;protsolv ¼ þ68:84;DDGprotsolv ¼ þ14:01;DDGvib ¼ þ0:50:
b PBE0
DEcompelec ¼ þ220:79;DEMeImelec ¼ þ231:37;DDEelec ¼ 10:58;
DGcomp;aqsolv ¼ þ70:81;DGMeIm;aqsolv ¼ þ53:49;DDGaqsolv ¼ þ17:32;
DGcomp;protsolv ¼ þ68:13;DDGprotsolv ¼ þ14:64;DDGvib ¼ þ0:50:
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unreasonable. (The work is underway in this group to determine
the value of dielectric constant of water cavities in the direct
simulation of water molecules in the enzyme cavities.)
The main conclusion of this part of calculations is that as in
our previous work, where a much different (electronic and
solvation) model of the CuB center was considered, here we find
that the pKa of His291 depends on the redox state of the Fea3–
CuB center, so that in OORR state, it is certainly protonated,
while in the OORO state it is most likely deprotonated. It means
that when a chemical proton arrives to Fea3–CuB center, the
state, according to our notation, changes from OORR to OORO,
and the repulsion between the chemical proton and the proton on
His291 is strong enough, so that the latter becomes deprotonated.
This expulsion of the proton fromHis291 by the chemical proton
is the key element of the pumping mechanism that we proposed.
The principal question that we were not able to address
before, however, is about the chemical proton itself. Would it
indeed go to the Fea3–CuB center at the expense of expelling the
proton from His291? This question is discussed in the following
sections.
3.3. The pKa of H2O/OH
− ligand to CuB
Considering two structures FejO (HO−)Cu2+ (HisH) and
FejO (H2O)Cu
2+ (HisH), we calculated the pKa of H2O ligand
of the CuB center. MeIm compound was used as a reference.
Table 6 lists the different contributions to the total solvation
energy of the two compounds, together with the pKa of H2O
ligand in the aqueous phase and in the protein–membrane–
solvent system. Both B3LYP and PBE0 results are reported.
There are no experimental data for the pKa of H2O ligand in
the binuclear complex in CcO. In fact, this is the key
experimental uncertainty in the characterization of the enzyme.
In aqueous solution (we stress that this is an artificial situation
considered only for the sake of completeness), the calculated
pKa of 11.2 (B3LYP) to 11.9 (PBE0) for the ligated H2O to CuB
2+
metal center is close to our expectation. The pKa of H2O/OH
−
couple in water is known to be 15.7. The ligation to Cu2+ metal
center should definitely decrease the pKa of H2O ligand,
however, not very significantly, considering that the H2O
(protonated) form is much better stabilized by a hydrogen-bond
with the ferryloxy (Fea3=O) group than negatively charged
OH− group. Also, all formal charges are pretty well delocalized
on both, histidine ligands and porphyrin ring, and additionally
screened by high dielectric of aqueous phase, such that expected
effect on the pKa of water ligand is most likely to be very
moderate in aqueous solution.
Within the protein, the computed pKa of H2O/OH
− ligand is
found to be 8.5 to 9.6 in the state of the enzyme prior to
pumping, i.e., when His291 is protonated. It means that there is
a small driving force, which allows a chemical proton to enter
the active site and form water molecule in the presence of Cu2+,
even when His291 is protonated. Given the uncertainties of
calculations (see discussion of possible error bars below), the
exact value of the driving force is difficult to compute
accurately, and the conclusion should be taken cautiously.In fact, for the pump to work, the driving force for chemical
proton when His291 is protonated is not necessary. What is
necessary, however, is to have the driving force for the
exchange of the chemical proton and the proton on His291. In
other words, the question is will the chemical proton go to the
OH− group in the Fea3–CuB center, at the expense of expelling
the proton from His291? This is a question about the energy of
the pumping step. Not only this energy should be available, it
should be large enough to push the proton through the
electrochemical proton gradient of the membrane.
3.4. The free energy of the pumping step
As it was proposed earlier on the basis of pure continuum
electrostatic calculations [11,12], the entrance of a chemical
proton into the binuclear complex of CcO that converts OH−
Table 7
The reaction free energy (ΔGR) of the proton pumping step (in kcal/mol): FejO (HO
−)Cu2+ (HisH)⇄FejO (H2O)Cu
2+ (His−) is calculated based on the B3LYP
density functional electronic energies and the protein and reaction field solvation energy terms, see Eq. (8)
Dielectric mediuma εprot/εcavity ΔEelec (1) G1Born G2Born ΔGBorn (2) G1q G2q ΔGq (3) ΔGsolv (2+3) ΔGR
b (1+2+3)
Continuum 4 −2.26 −41.02 −42.81 −1.79 −38.29 −33.69 +4.60 +2.81 0.26
4/15 −2.26 −43.88 −46.80 −2.92 −22.44 −19.41 +3.03 +0.11 −2.44
4/20 −2.26 −44.30 −47.35 −3.05 −20.66 −17.93 +2.73 −0.32 −2.87
4/80 −2.26 −45.81 −49.04 −3.23 −16.07 −14.49 +1.58 −1.65 −4.20
10/20 −2.26 −52.73 −55.52 −2.79 −13.79 −13.00 +0.79 −2.00 −4.55
20/20 −2.26 −56.07 −58.69 −2.62 −10.96 −11.07 −0.11 −2.73 −5.28
Aqueous phase −2.26 −69.49 c −69.89 c −0.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 −0.40 −3.16
a Calculations are done for the different dielectric conditions: in continuum dielectric of ε=4 (including protein charges); for the several cases where dielectric of
protein (εprot ) or the solvent filled cavities (εcavity) was varied; and for the QM system solvated in the aqueous phase without any external surrounding protein charges.
b The small contributions of the vibrational energy change (ΔGvib=−0.50) and energy terms due to the strain (G1strain=+3.04, G2strain=+3.25 and ΔGstrain=+0.21,
all in kcal/mol) are also taken into account, according to Eq. (8).
c Including corresponding strain energies in aqueous solution.
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causes the deprotonation of His291 site and a release of a proton
on the periplasmic (positive) side of the membrane.
The reaction free energy (ΔGR) of a proton pumping step,
Fe ¼ OðHOÞCu2þðHisHÞ
initial state ð1Þ
V Fe ¼ OðH2OÞCu2þðHisÞ
final state ð2Þ
ð7Þ
was calculated as follows:
DGR ¼ Gfinalð2Þ  Ginitialð1Þ ¼ DEelec þ DGvib þ DGBorn
þ DGq þ DGstrain; ð8Þ
where, ΔGvib is the difference in the zero-point energy of two
states, and other terms are the same as explained earlier in the
text.
The values (in kcal/mol) of various energy terms used to
calculate the reaction free energy of the proton pumping step are
presented in Table 7 (B3LYP) and Table 8 (PBE0). The gas-
phase DFT-B3LYP electronic energy (−2.26 kcal/mol), the
difference in vibrational energy (−0.5 kcal/mol), and the Born-
solvation energy due to the polarization (−3.23 kcal/mol) favor
the exergonicity of the reaction, while the effect of the protein
charges slightly disfavors the proton pumping step by +1.58
kcal/mol. The effect of the strain energy term is almost
negligible. The total B3LYP reaction energy is −4.20 kcal/mol
for the inhomogeneous dielectric of protein–membrane–
solvent system where εprot =εmemb=4 and εsol=εcavity=80.Table 8
The reaction free energy (ΔGR) of the proton pumping step (in kcal/mol) is calculate
energies and the protein and reaction field solvation energy terms
Dielectric medium εprot/εsolv ΔEelec (1) G1Born G2Born ΔGBorn (
Continuum 4 −4.68 −42.14 −44.12 −1.98
4/15 −4.68 −45.03 −48.22 −3.19
4/20 −4.68 −45.46 −48.78 −3.32
4/80 −4.68 −46.98 −50.52 −3.54
10/20 −4.68 −54.22 −57.24 −3.02
20/20 −4.68 −57.70 −60.53 −2.83
Aqueous phase −4.68 −71.73 b −72.57b −0.84
a The small contributions of the vibrational energy change (ΔGvib=−0.10) and ener
in kcal/mol) are also taken into account, according to Eq. (8).
b Including corresponding strain energies in aqueous solution.The calculation based on PBE0 density functional gives similar
results with the corresponding terms: ΔEelec=−4.68, ΔGvib=
−0.10, ΔGBorn=−3.54, ΔGq=+1.61, ΔGstrain=+0.35 and total
reaction free energy of −6.36 kcal/mol.
We also examine the dependence of the reaction energy on
the various possible values for the dielectric constant of solvent
within the water-filled cavities and epsilon of a protein region
itself. A discussion of the appropriate values of these important
parameters of the model system is beyond the scope of this
paper and we are here only interested to explore the dependence
of the main results and make qualitative conclusions. From the
obtained results, one can see that a proton pumping step, as it is
described in our proposed pumping mechanism [12], is
energetically possible (and favorable) for a number of various
dielectric models examined in this study. The DFT-PBE0 gives
the reaction energies of a pumping step slightly higher than
those of B3LYP, mainly due to the difference in electronic
energy.
The calculations show that the examined pumping step is
energetically feasible. The energy generated in this step is
relatively small, yet enough to push a proton against the
electrochemical gradient of the membrane. Indeed, the
difference in the electrochemical potential across the mitochon-
drial membrane is about 200 meV (4.6 kcal/mol) and, assuming
the high efficiency of CcO, one may expect the actual values of
the pumping step energy around 5 kcal/mol, which is in an
remarkably good agreement with our results. Given thed based on Eq. (8), from the PBE0 density functional electronic and vibrational
2) G1q G2q ΔGq (3) ΔGsolv (2+3) ΔGR
a (1+2+3)
−38.43 −33.72 +4.71 +2.73 −1.70
−22.57 −19.47 +3.10 −0.09 −4.52
−20.79 −18.00 +2.79 −0.53 −4.96
−16.19 −14.58 +1.61 −1.93 −6.36
−13.84 −13.03 +0.81 −2.21 −6.64
−10.97 −11.09 −0.12 −2.95 −7.38
0.00 0.00 0.00 −0.84 −5.52
gy terms due to the strain (G1strain=+3.35,G2strain=+3.70 andΔGstrain=+0.35 all
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fortuitous agreement with the expectation. Most important and
more reliable conclusion perhaps is that the free energy of the
proposed pumping step is clearly not of a large and positive
value, a result that would make the proposed scheme very
unlikely. As it stands now, however, we conclude that the
present calculations indeed support the proposal that the
chemical proton expels the proton from His291, and triggers
the pumping event.
4. Conclusion
In our earlier work, we evaluated the redox-dependent pKas
of Glu242 and His291 sites, although for His291 we used a
rather different quantum-chemical model, which consisted of
CuB complex alone [13]. Now, we repeated calculation using
much different (and larger) model of the binuclear Fea3–CuB
center. The results support our previous finding. This is quiteFig. 5. Energy diagram of a proton pumping step obtained from the combined B3LYP
(6) and (8), for the Fea3−CuB complex: (A) in aqueous solution and, (B) within th
calculated pKas of H2O and His291 ligands of CuB
2+ center are given along with the arr
free energies (in kcal/mol) at pH=7, shown in bold refer to B3LYP calculations, whremarkable because the models used in two calculations are
rather different (they have quite different individual electronic
and solvation energies, yet very similar total free energy of
protonation). More importantly, with this new model of the
binuclear center, we have managed to evaluate the free energy
of the proposed pumping step.
The energetics of a proton pumping step during the F to Fp
transtion (see Fig. 2B) is summarized in Fig. 5. For comparison,
in Fig. 5A, results are shown for the model of Fea3–CuB
complex in aqueous solution, and in Fig. 5B, inside of the
protein. The energies of three protonation states of the binuclear
complex are considered. In the initial state, His291 site is
protonated and OH− ligand is coordinated to Cu2+ center. This
is a state before the entrance of the chemical proton into the
active site. In the intermediate state, both His291 and OH− are
protonated, and in the final state, OH− is protonated (i.e. H2O),
while His291 is deprotonated, with its proton ejected from the
system.(or PBE0) density functional/electrostatic solvation calculations, based on Eqs.
e cytochrome c oxidase for the protein–membrane–solvent model system. The
ows showing a direction in which the reaction equilibrium is shifted. The reaction
ile PBE0 energies are reported in parentheses in normal font letters.
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state is the intermediate one, with both OH− and His291
protonated. The pumping is not achieved in this case. However,
within the protein the [FejO (H2O)Cu
2+ (His−)] state becomes
energetically most favorable one, therefore the entrance of the
chemical proton to the binuclear center results in the pumping
event. The change in the order of energy levels between
aqueous solution and the protein is basically due to a large
destabilization of the intermediate +2 state (the other two states
have a charge of +1) in the low-epsilon dielectric of the protein.
Accordingly, the main difference between the two cases
obviously is in the increased proton–proton repulsion in the
low dielectric of the protein medium, which results in the
expulsion of the His291 proton by the chemical proton.
The energy generated in the pumping step was found to be
between 4 and 6.5 kcal/mol at pH 7. This energy is sufficient to
push a proton across the membrane potential gradient of about
200 mV. The estimated error bar in this type of calculations,
however, is at least ±2 to 3 kcal/mol, and the prediction should
be considered only as an indication of the likelihood of the
proposed pumping scheme.
In summary, our present calculation point to feasibility of the
pumping scheme in CcO shown in Fig. 2A. According to this
scheme, upon an electron transfer to the binuclear center, the
translocation of two protons, of which both originate on the
negative side of the membrane, takes place. The first, “fast”
proton protonates His291, while the second “slow” chemical
proton arrives later to the binuclear center where it converts the
OH− to water. Due to the repulsion between the two protons, the
first one is expelled to the positive side of the membrane. The
kinetic treatment of the proposed model yields results that are in
agreement with available measurements of the membrane
potential generated by the enzyme [70]. Yet, a direct
experimental test of the predicted redox dependency of
His291 ligand would be desirable.
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